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OASIS IN THE WILDERNESS

They did have an excellent selection of packaged 
potato chips ... and beer nuts, three different var
ieties of soup, frankfurters, pop, spam, tampons, 
hotdog buns, bread of a like density, vintage lettuce, 
vintage bananas, cream-filled treats, beef jerky that 
could personally remember three American presidents, 
licorice pellets, and a cottage cheese they would let 
go for half price.
Did I leave anything out?

THE FIRST BETRAYAL

They'd gotten soap rubbed in his eyes and he couldn't 
reach where the faucet on the bathtub was and he could
n't stand to wait. All Mom and Dad did was keep telling 
him: hang in there, tiger. That's a boy. It felt like 
glass. Somebody was reaching for a cup from the sink 
to get plain water to dump on his head. Still you could 
tell the whole time they thought it was 'cute.'
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I TOLD MY SON

I told my son, that if there was going to be another 
war like that, he wouldn't want to go to it, and he 
said:
"It ain't like you always said it was. Uncle Dingo 
says they had fun. He was telling me this one time 
him and this other guy, this was in Da Neng or some
thing, they got all ripped on, think it was weed, so 
they snuck out sort of, took off in this helicopter, 
it was real late, and they got the old whirleybird, 
that's what he calls 'em, up there, and the VeeCee 
started strafing them, okay —  and it was night, and 
Dingo and the guy they could see where the flak come 
out of, so they just charged on in there, to plaster 
them VeeCees. Ding says him and that guy flew in so 
fucking low, a couple trees got lopped off, by them 
big blades, so they had the blades chuckin' pieces of 
logs all over, and all they had this whole time was a 
machine gun, and it was all jerky in there so Ding he 
almost dropped out the door one time — "
I told him, "That I could almost believe."
"Well they got them VeeCee. He said they went out 
the next day and looked. Him and that other guy was 
almost a-scared to go back that night, cause they 
thought their own guys would shoot at them."
I commented, "That's intelligent."
"But they were fightin' a war, Dad. You gotta take 
some risks if you're fightin' a war."
"Okay, Jason," I said. "I suppose to you it was well 
worth wasting the gas."
"Wasting the gas? You out of your gourd?"
"I must be," I said. "That's what everybody keeps 
telling me."

—  William Marsh 
Minneapolis MN
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EXCUSES

I'm going to fly kites in Canterbury Cathedral. Maybe 
the Archbishop will yell at me. I'll just tell him 
more things are non-existent than existent. But then, 
that's ridiculous.
I don't know. I just want to have a five-color enam
eled statue of the Three Stooges to go along with my 
magic coin that when you turn it over and then back 
again it has a different person's face on it every 
time.

THE LOST SENSES

The lost senses knew they would find their way home. 
They knew Sense of Direction was out looking for them 
somewhere on his bicycle. And they knew that though 
the rusted muffler they found in the road offered no 
clue, they couldn't be as far away as it seemed. And 
though there were dips and hills and uninteresting 
residential places they knew they would at last get 
back to Strength and Touch and Balance and all the 
others.

WAITING IN LINE AT LENIN'S TOMB

We are waiting in line to see Lenin in his tomb.
Many of us are waiting in line. A berserk Russian 
youth with bushy eyebrows stares at me intently. I 
look away although I know he's still staring. It's 
snowing. Stalin is there. He's waiting in line 
but nobody notices him. A young soldier from WWI is 
there. He's black and white. He's about eighteen 
and he's taking the afternoon off from the photo
graph where he's been stationed. My living room is 
there. Again nobody notices. The lamp, the chair, 
the couch, the tv, we're all waiting to see the wax 
shell of Lenin. It's Christmas time and Lenin has 
colored twinkle lights inside of him this time of 
year.

—  Tony Powell
Irvine CA



BECAUSE

I'm staring at a red pen
with a black cap
lying on a blue and white woven
throw rug thrown over
a small portion
of an alternately white
and black square tiled floor 
above which the walls 
are painted blue
and the ceiling off white 
atop the bathroom 
of a long skinny house
on a side street
named after an Italian poet
just two blocks off a main avenue
below some honest to god
trees the clouds
sometimes worry about because
their outskirts 
get caught on sharp 
branches and often rip
and around this red pen 
surrounding this white 
and blue woven rug
above this black and white
checkered floor
between these blue walls
below the ceiling
in the bathroom
of this railroad car house on
a side street at 10:46 
of a friday morning 
every little thing
simply couldn't be clearer.
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THESE DAYS

A lone worker, age 56, dressed in overalls, the morning 
newspaper folded under his arm, his battered lunchbox 
in his right hand, enters the factory.
He punches in at the timeclock, walks to his locker and 
deposits his lunchbox. He zigzags between large machines 
until he arrives at his machine.
He flicks a switch to "ON."
He sits down, unfolds his paper, scans the headlines.
The engines of dawn come on strong.

MR. DAVIS, HIS PECCADILLOES, & HIS WIFE, MARTHA, 
INTERRUPT THE MEAT COURSE

"It's true enough," Mr. Davis addressed the formal dinner 
party after clinking his soup spoon against his half- 
filled water glass for the party's attention at table.
"It's true enough," Mr. Davis began again, now pausing 
meaningfully to be sure that he had captured everyone's 
undivided attention, "as my wife, Martha, seated to my 
left, will eagerly testify —  I have my habits!"
Following this admission, Mr. Davis fell back into his 
chair, exhausted. After a moment's silence, and not 
knowing quite what else to do, the dinner party broke 
into a round of enthusiastic applause.
Martha smiled rather timidly and nodded her head in 
simple acknowledgement. Mr. Davis struggled to his feet 
and, while patting his forehead with a white handkerchief 
he cried out, "And now, by God, bring on the fowl!"

IN FOREIGN FILMS

The leading men lean against scarlet sportscars, careful 
not to wrinkle their trousers. Their shirts are unbutton 
ed at the collar, revealing thick forests of hair. Sub
titles dance at their feet.
They casually glance into the future and see themselves 
sunning in cafes, tiny cups of espresso steaming before
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them as they smoke and wait for uncommonly beautiful 
women to return from the hairdressers.
Their wallets bulge in excess. Their moustaches twitch 
with delight.

THE WALKING WOUNDED 
for Pose

If you weren't wounded you wouldn't be walking, crawling 
or even writing, not to mention interesting, so be 
thankful for your wounds and take a walk through the 
language's lifetime.

FORMICA DAZE

Scene: Suburban kitchen. American junk. Fast food on 
table top. Assorted open bags from Burger Bomb, 
etc. Half-eaten. Obvious husband & wife team. 
Flawless as the front lawn. 100% genuine poly
ester costumes. Woman, back to audience, stares 
doggedly at wall calendar: August 1. Man sits at 
table, chomps burger. Dog under table. Sun
light . ..

Man: (Between bites; sings) Dog for a walk & a news
paper. Oh dog for a walk & a newspaper ...

Woman: What's that, hon?
Man: Just singing my song. Nevermind. Pay no mind.
Woman: Oh.
Man: What day is it anyhow? Since you're over there...
Woman: August first. Herman Melville's birthday.
Man: (Reaches for fries; burps) Whose?

(Doorbell rings offstage.)
Man: Awww, who's that?

(Dog at man's feet begins to drool Pavlovianly, like 
garden hose. Puddle ensues quickly.)
(Man, barefooted, feels the wet; looks down at Dog 
uncomprehending.)

Man : What the ...
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Woman: Herman Melville's.
Man: (Irritated) WHO?
Woman: (Screams) HERMAN MELVILLE'S!!
Man: (Limp) Oh.

(Curtain, exhausted, drops.)

OBVIOUSLY 
for W.

All of the parts 
do not relate. 
Get it straight: 
the women, the 
sky, the street. 
All of the parts 
are never, can 
never be, known. 
You can talk, 
dissect, waste 
years, lifetimes 
& go nowhere.
& besides that 
all of the parts 
do not relate.

STANZAS

The next poem sits in Kansas City 
with a warm beer, a Marlboro.
Lazy, dissatisfied, it's ready 
to stand up, hop a bus and find me.
All the daylights I've had beaten 
out of me congregate outside my window. 
They talk into evening, their 
conversation lively, never dimming.
Likewise, all the embarrassments 
visited upon me in the past roost 
in the rafters, killing time, 
waiting to be revealed any second.
The next poem turns a corner or 
turns into a woman turning a corner.
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I can't see well enough from this 
seat. The Face of the Present peers
in the window sporting a tragic 
Humphrey Bogart leer. Applause signs 
flash on, standing ovations ensue, 
a culture goes insane with delight
and I'm left waiting for the next 
bus due in soon from Anywhere, U.S.A. 
0 muse, with breasts like stereo 
typewriters, skin like erasable bond,
where are you when you need me?

—  Joel Dailey
New Orleans LA

LETTER FOR HENRY: POÈME TROUVÉ (1981)

This notification of elegibility 
has been specially prepared for:

H.D. Thoreau 
Thoreau Lyceum 
156 Belknap Street 
Concord, Massachusetts 01742

Yes, MR. HENRY DAVID THOREAU, 
you already may have won 
the grand prize
in this year's Reader's Digest Sweepstakes. 
Just think of it!
Walking to your mailbox 
in CONCORD
and finding there made out to YOU 
a certified check for $100,000.
You could pay off all your bills, 
invest for the future, 
and still have plenty left 
to treat the THOREAU family 
to some pretty fancy luxuries.
Or:
How about one of these colossal prizes?
A G.E. 1000 Giant-Screen TV!
A Sumptuous Bourbon-Toned Mink Coat!
A 33' Morgan Sailing Yacht!
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A European Holiday For Two!
A Customized Cobra Motorhome!
If you roll down BELKNAP STREET 
in a brand new Cadillac Seville 
loaded with options 
or in a sporty, red Corvette —  
a car you pay for in cash —
imagine the look on the faces of your neighbors!

JELLY ROLL BLUES
"'01 man Harveys too doggone ol t think erbout 
jelly-roll,' said Big Boy."

—  "Big Boy Leaves Home" by Richard Wright

Having trundled his wheelchair, 
wooden, rickety, 
to the shady end of the porch, 
having heeded, for a spell, 
the dry, rude drone of cicadas,
Old Man Harvey
stares into the windless trees, 
mutters in his white and bosky beard, 
thinking about jelly roll.
In a reverie which is itself
as sweet, as light, as a confection,
he thinks of kneading the bare dough,
pressing it out, gently, with both hands,
of preparing the smooth pan,
working the grease on slowly,
not missing the firm lips of edges.
He muses on the oven faintly humming, heating up, 
on the dough swelling, rising, turning spongy.
He fancies testing with a fingertip.
And there at last he is,
wielding a pastry tube thick as a cream horn,
spreading jelly, tart and sticky,
filling the hot folds,
and rolling,
rolling.

—  Donald Kummings 
Kenosha WI
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GAYLORD MARKWARTZ, SUNSHINE HOME FOR SENIORS

Sunshine's as nice as any Home could be, 
away from home, that is —  most are put here 
by families who don't need a Gramps or Granny 
sitting like eyesores and leaking on their decor.
When North Pole Eskimos got old and useless 
they used to be left alone to freeze to death —  
who today could be that cruel and ruthless?
Bring them to us and let them gasp for breath.
Nurses around the clock —  it's so much more comfy 
than getting in the way of the partying teenagers —  
checkers, chess sets, magazines, color TV —  
a hotel for wattled bluehairs and arthritic geezers.
I try my best to make it bearable
but when you're a prison warden how can you please? 
Whatever way you look at it, it's terrible. 
Something's to be said for the age-revering Chinese.

THE PEACOCK'S SHEEN

There was an eager group that got together 
at the library and read their poetry —  
free verse, quatrains, sonnets, delicate haiku —  
in that new room where chairs were soft and deep.
The reference librarian, who had had things published, 
a student or two, and some fortyish housewives —  
all with their scrawled notebooks or neat folders, 
nervous to show their souls off in that light.
Oh that's good! Great, Joan! They grew bolder.
Why don't we start a little magazine?
And all chipped in, and someone knew an artist 
who drew a cover for The Peacock's Sheen.
A few friends bought it, and the college bookstore 
displayed it for a while at the front, 
but of the 500 copies that were printed 
they couldn't sell one more than 61.
Well, what do you expect —  that's this country —  
billions for bombs and only pennies for art.
They aren't discouraged, still meet once a month 
there in the tasteful room that's set apart
and spread their sometimes startling imageries 
under the fluorescence for each other 
while out in the smoggy Orange County dark 
sirens whoop to the latest rape or murder.



PETER LORENZO, CHAIRPERSON 
CITY COLLEGE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

I love the ladies but when it comes to language 
let those persons leave good English alone! 
Chairman, for instance —  do they actually think 
it means to put a penis on a throne?
Those maimingly mistaken Amazons —  
to them The Bible is a sexist tract —  
male and female created He them 
some Big Daddy's earliest criminal act.
Even changing man- to humankind
doesn't quite shave off the virile chest
and designating Miss or Mrs. Ms
still shows them with a difference of breast.
Freud wondered, too, what a woman can want —  
to have the member or to cut it off 
her lover, husband, son and bearded father —  
a single sexless sex —  that is to laugh.
Equals? In some ways they're our betters, 
but those few females who'd deball all words 
deserve the designations they detest —  
dames, broads, chicks, cunts, bitches, birds.

—  Harold Witt 
Orinda CA

MRS. TREADLE AND MRS. POCKET

Mrs. Treadle and Mrs. Pocket are having an argument 
as to whose name is more amusing.
Mrs. Treadle has the floor. It's not only the con
sonants, she says, which are quite enough, it's the 
connotations. And she paints vivid pictures of feet 
pumping sewing machines.
Mrs. Pocket is not to be undone. Pocket, she says.
A name which is not only witty, but full of meaning.
It bulges with character. Also, it's deep. And, 
she continues, think of the rhymes! Locket, socket, 
docket. Strong words, delicious words, though Pocket, 
of course, is a lip-smacker. And what, may I enquire, 
rhymes with Treadle?
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Mrs. Treadle stares at her shoes. I don't care, she 
declares. Treadle has more panache. Do you think I 
married Treadle for his physique?
Which reminds me, says Mrs. Pocket. Before I got 
snapped up by Pocket, I was being pursued by a certain 
Monsieur Panache ....

TWO POETS

A poet writes and writes, but the words come out wrong. 
She meets a famous poet, shows him her work.
You need more color in your poems, he says, more life.
She rushes home, drags out her paint box. Puts reds, 
purples, blues into her poems. Splashes around in 
the paint, laughing.
Now, says the great poet, you need more finesse.
She dilutes the colors, dabs and smudges. Then erases 
the smudges, rearranges the dabs. Brings the results 
to the great poet.
Now trim the flabby edges, he says.
She runs home, chops off a word here, a line there.
Ends up with 3 dazzling words.
That's wonderful! says the great poet. Fourteen more 
words and you'll have a haiku!
Disgusted, she trudges home, the 3 precious words in her 
jeans. Decides she's not a poet at all. Tears up her 
paper, hurls her paints at the wall.
She gapes. There on the wall is the world's most beauti 
ful poem! Excited, she throws paint at the ceiling. A 
poem hangs, shimmering like cloissoné . Soon every wall 
is filled with poems.
The great poet rushes over. How did you do it? He asks 
astounded. It's a matter, she says, of getting things 
under control.

—  Judith Berke 
Miami Beach FL
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gangway!

charles ste tle r



GANGWAY!

pierre yperman teaches french
and his students love him
but he should be in the movies
because he was in the Resistance
and still looks the part:
beret, plaid shirt, cravat, beard,
hearty laugh. Paul Muni sit down.
campus parking exits are guarded 
by six-inch steel fangs that
will shred your tires like a nixon document, 
vandals or luckless drivers have leveled 
enough spikes in one lane to allow 
a slender celica to navigate 
carefully through the seam.
as i was entering checkpoint Charley 
my key card guaranteeing safe clearance, 
a not so compact stationwagon roared 
in the exit to my left, 
fluttering nary a spike.
it was pierre. viva la france!

RERUN

for the second time i find myself
living Hemingway's short story, "Soldier's Home." 
like Krebs, i came home long after the war 
was over, and no one wanted to talk about it, 
so i sat on the front porch and stared 
at maps to learn where i had been 
and never really discovered where.
thirty-five years later i'm "home" again, 
lonely, though perhaps not lonesome; 
i would like a girl but don't want to 
go through the trouble of getting one.
in fact i extend the Krebs syndrome: 
there are many i want but with only 
mild frustration watch them pass by, 
taking a sip in the shade, humming 
my tunes to their dances.
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VOCABULARY

words that spell trouble can 
be music to the ear.
"coronary thrombosis” has such timbre 
it could be a phrase an Italian lover 
whispers into his lady's ear 
when all else fails.
but the most malignant word of all is 
"melanoma."
that's not a fit name for a cancer, 
that's the name of a girl on pago-pago 
who swims out with flowers in her hair 
to greet her Caucasian lover 
as he comes hard to starboard.
it's the name of a painting by DaVinci, 
a song sung by Nat King Cole:
"Melanoma, Melanoma, men have named you. 
are you warm, are you real, Melanoma, 
or just a cold and lovely 
conglomeration of diseased cells?"

SALVAGE

here is how a poem is born.
ray came into the office and sat down, 
he's a rookie father. i'm an old pro. 
"how's the kid sleeping?"
"O.K. but keeps us up a lot."
"make sure you're not too quiet, 
get her used to sleeping with noise."
"we do, but we don't jump up and down."
"that's the way you pick a pup. 
stamp on the floor. make as much noise 
as you can. the one that remains 
calmest is the pick of the litter."
"that's a poem," ray said.
that's how you lose one. 
this is how you get it back.
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THE DAY I LOST MY CATHOLICISM

pete was seven years old and 
brought home a Tintoretto crayon 
scene of what i can't remember
but accompanied by the admonition:
"stay within the lines!"
the pope could not have summed
up the church's thinking more succinctly.

TO WILT CHAMBERLAIN

you were never my favorite center 
because i'm partial to the hook-shot 
which you never attempted nor needed 
and which 1 feel is as aesthetic as 
an entrechat, if a shade this side 
of a Fred Astaire turn.
but i will never question your 
unparalleled skills from hoop to hoop, 
no need to detail your records. 
you own them all. and as they say, 
we do not have the space here.
the inside move i question was not made 
on the court, but made in the bedroom 
where you were also an apparent all-league, 
Kim Novak to the witness stand.
I can understand that you tire of women 
from your olympian abode where even 
the starlets must become pedestrian, 
but you said you want a family 
and some day will adopt 
older, lucky kids.
what a pity you have not chosen to loose
upon the world wilt-begat bairn
out of select Juliet Prowse stables.
the potential of your progeny 
boggles this lay geneticist.
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RATIONALISM

the romantics claim it's the only way: 
let spontaneity leak out of every pore.
women particularly applaud the outlook, 
rarely submitting to calculated seduction 
despite a flair for the maneuver themselves.
my quaint aryan and harsher eastern influences 
have rendered me less than impulsive; but 
if it worked for Shelley, why not a foray?
opportunity, a sinuous co-ed, sallied by. 
i snaked a hundred devious yards, casually 
cutting her off at the parking lot:
"hi, i saw you pass and wondered 
if i could buy you a drink?"
"I don't drink!" barely breaking stride.
the failure stemmed, i'm certain, 
from too much planning.

LESSON

discussing 20th Century lit, i inserted 
a comment how the theory of relativity 
had affected modern man's world view.
after class a co-ed who admitted she 
skipped sessions to watch crucial 
episodes of General Hospital asked 
for more on Einstein's theory.
"i only know the basic premise:
the only constant is the speed of light.
as a result, our perception
of objects can be radically altered.
i can give you a few examples, if you'd like.”
"0, no. don't bother. I just
thought there was more to it than that."
she cut the next class.
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(On March 30, 1981, after an assassination attempt on 
Ronald Regan's life, some TV shows were cancelled. 
Apparently it was felt that shows about violence would 
be in bad taste. The following is one show that went on.

THE BEST OF CARSON

monolog jokes about the gas shortage 
and Jimmy Carter going down the tubes:
"I knew that wouldn't get a laugh.
you think it's not funny from down there.
you ought to hear it from up here."
tee-shot, eye-sparkling, white-capped smile, 
cut to commercials —  back to odds-and-ends 
jokes, then bring out the first guest: 
angie dickinson, no relation to emily.
questions about location in Columbia; 
beautiful country but lots of hard work, 
on to important stuff: her sex fantasies; 
bashful smile; but coddled and stroked, 
angie admits to erotic head life; pats, 
rubs the king's forearm, hand, as he reels 
in fished-for compliment on his sex appeal.
next: tom snyder, reknown asshole, but fellow 
talkshow competitor, rumored successor if 
johnny carries through his threat to quit, 
stab, stab, impale, thrust, skewer, 
precious little parry, snyder's writers 
have sent him out unarmed; carson's blades 
are all double-edged: "tom and I can kid 
each other like this because we're friends." 
slash, rip, slice, render, draw, quarter.
time for next guest. snyder smiles thru 
battered lips: "now i move to this seat 
and i'm never heard from again?" johnny:
"you can say anything you want from there, 
tell 'em, angie." she has not fluttered 
a lash since moving into turret #  2.
ray price. about sixty, still croaking C&W 
love songs. toothless. comes when he is called, 
heels. talks about comeback after five-year 
layoff, no mention of battle with the bottle, 
carson jekylls into a Lionel Barrymore/
Dr. Kildare guestside manner, sooths, pats, 
inflates the retread ego. commercials.
johnny reads scroll of upcoming guests, 
credits roll over.
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A WISH FULFILLED

rickie and ellen had sailed 
albeit on bumpy seas 
through nine years together.
she wasn't happy with, but tolerated, 
his priceless lack of ambition at 38, 
his "manager's" job at the 49-er, 
his best friend's bar he opens, 
counts the take, orders beer, wine, 
cheese, and rye, deposits the profits, 
all by noon, in time for chess, 
bowling, of flicks with Tommy Haines, 
a poem in himself.
perhaps there was an afternoon or three
at Dan's Motel, but rick loved her in his way.
they went to shows like Evita,
dined at The Hobbit,
grew a little fat together,
a sign of love assured;
spent with Seal Beach friends
mexican vacations at Punta Banda
Nero would have envied.
she made double his salary, 
drove a 280Z
while he thumbed to work, 
no car, care, tax, or tux.
one day she urged him
to take on more responsibilities,
"grow up" like everybody else, 
repeated the message once too often.
rick assumed the payments on Tommy's 
used camaro, slick wheels; 
it took him places ellen did not dream: 
gambling at Gardena thrice a week, 
then into an Eden with a 20-year-old 
playmate of centerfold proportions.
now ellen sleeps in her new condo, 
two bedrooms and a loft, all empty.
Henry Miller once said he had 
to be careful what he wished for 
because he might get it.
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WHERE HAVE YOU GONE?

dave winfield, who picks up about 
a mil a year from the damn yankees, 
explained his less than virtuoso 
option year with the padres.
what was the point of diving
for fly balls when there were only
a few thousands fans in the stands?
also why chance a broken leg
and an amputated bonus?
when he got to the Big Apple
it would be different,
and to an extent it has.
Joe DiMaggio once belly-flopped 
for a blooper during the exhibition grind, 
asked why he risked livelihood and limb 
during such a nothing game, DiMag replied:
"some kid might be watching."
of course, DiMag was not worth Winfield's weight 
in bucks. after Joe Di's streak year of '56, 
colonel jake refused his request for a raise.

LITERATURE AND BIOGRAPHY

anecdotes, purportedly illustrative, i tendered one 
from my past to bring into real world relief 
the naturalism of Long Day's Journey Into Night,
in which the four Tyrones are determined 
by the foggy patterns of their past, 
the father, once bone-poor, but now secure, 
still cannot wave an open wallet.
like my mother, a depression-bride, who 
during the mild prosperity of WW II 
garnered a respectable rack of garmets 
but wore them only for church and bridge, 
dressed like a bag-lady til the day she died.
a co-ed raised her hand and without 
a shred of irony asked:
"does that mean you have a 
closetful of dresses at home?"
two anecdotes are better than one.
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IN BETWEEN COURSES

my student-waitress-friend keeps me informed 
about the latest in private female arousement, 
taking apparent pleasure in my middle-aged, 
wide-eyed fallen-catholic naivete.
my latest lesson: bivvie beads, pellets 
she and friends pop into their snatches, 
making other juices than du jour flow 
as they dole out steaks and snappers.
"yours, ma'am, i believe, is the 
(o, my god) prime rib. and, sir, 
here is (don't stop, please) lobster, 
dripping with (i never thought it 
could be like this) clam sauce.
i'll come (um) back later 
with your dessert."
bivvies add much to the phrase,
"eating out."

TRANSMISSION

the auto club sent a printout 
listing the number of times 
and ways i had used their road 
service the past year. the total, 
seven, was "excessive" for three 
cars, and their advice was to keep 
them in better running condition 
and not substitute their service 
for preventive maintenance, 
that was my expense. jesus 
fucking tow-truck Christ. i 
know it's their first step toward 
raising rates by pro-rating 
dues to service calls. but 
why not just spit it out rather 
than being so insulting to suggest 
anyone would prefer standing 
like a lonely seven pin 
on the cold berm of a freeway 
to the warmth of his friendly 
neighborhood service station.
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IN THE CAN

every thursday night a man comes 
and rummages through my garbage 
to rescue my aluminum beer cans.
the mess he leaves pisses me off 
but i don't mind scraping up a few 
soggy butts and melon rinds for 
he transforms my vice into his 
financial virtue.

mainly i'm happy
he's not someone on a research grant 
analyzing me through my empties, 
i don't want to hear the comments 
of some expert. this guy is simply 
pleased i drink a lot, no doubt offers 
me a "skol" from his parting pickup.

LIFE IMITATES ART, AGAIN

in Twelve Angry Men, Jack Warden 
pushes for a quick guilt count 
so he won't miss the ballgame.
that case was Murder One. 
ours was a drunk driving rap.
a crusty old real estate huckster 
hated the cops' testimony even though 
the breath machine had the kid 
with a booze-breath read of 0.17, 
nearly twice the legal level.
a hung jury seemed sure until 
someone, remembering the old man 
was a Rams fan, offered an analogy:
"what the cops said was like the
reasonable doubt of a scoreless first half,
but the intoxilizer scored
three TDs in the second half.
you like football, don't you, pop?"
"sure do, and i'll be there 
for the kick-off tonight." 
guilty as charged on 
the next audible.
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A CHANCE MEETING

she admitted she was not much of a reader 
and when a friend gave her a copy of 
Montgomery Clift, his life's story, she 
assumed it was a novel about raging 
love in a wind-swept house on the moors.
since then she's seen A Place in the Sun 
and Young Lions, and the way she 
has fallen for the immortal Monty 
is deserving of a Bronte.

A MAN OF MANY MOVES

as smoothly as he ran the pass-or-run,
Frank Gifford slid behind the mike, 
overcame his less than literate 
bakersfield background to become 
first string at play-by-play.
two stars in one lifetime are enough, 
but his third constellation is easy 
to behold: tomorrow he could hang out 
a shingle as sports physician.
for proof, listen monday nights
as he diagnoses every injury on the spot:
"wind knocked out; he'll be back.”
"leg cramps, no biggie. they happen 
regularly on soggy turf." "oops, I 
could hear the hamstring pop up here." 
"that's the knee. he's gone."
"shoulder separation, three weeks."
of course, he's calling them all 
from experience. Giff has suffered 
them all, thanks in part to 
Chuck Bednarik. what doctor has 
personally met all the miseries?
i love the Giffer,
but it's really going to piss me off 
if i hear he's polishing off his ph.d. 
and plans to intercept my seminar in Joyce.
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EXPERT APPRAISAL

on the instructor course evaluation 
is a question asking the student to rate 
the instructor's knowledge of the material.
the forms are submitted anonymously.
one mystery guest in my remedial English course 
blacked in the dot besides "very poor.”
the act raises two questions: 
how could he know? and what would 
(or could) he have written had he 
been forced to use his own words?

A HOPEFUL PUN

at least my nails and hair 
keep growing at a fast clip.

CHECK UNDER THE HOOD

the official notice that the divorce was final 
came in an envelope cloaked like junk mail, 
inside was a carbon with an X in the block 
beside "Final dissolution of marriage."
0, he didn't expect trumpets to blare
with Claude Rains stepping forth
to read solemnly from a scroll,
but he had expected perhaps a sign
of human communication at the wire:
if not "It gives us great pleasure
to inform you," at least maybe a "Dear Sir.”
but no, it was a pink copy, just like 
he gets when he has his oil changed, 
then he realized that's 
what had happened.
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HAPPY HOLIDAY

when Christmas nears, singles cringe 
at the spectre of holiday blues, 
that's what the LA Times told me. 
i couldn't disagree more.
when she was around, my depression 
began the day after thanksgiving, 
lasted til July: the time it took 
to rescue a foundered credit card 
swamped by waves of gifts she felt 
all should have, not need.
now, i give only gifts with thought
behind them: first editions, tickets
to New York or a Lakers' game,
encourage the exchange of that
which money cannot buy. this year
Paul presented me with his first short story,
while Casey offered up his first game
with ten assists. i strolled the malls
above the crush, dancing in my head
to Frank Sinatra's "Christmas Waltz,"
and for the first time in twenty years
heard the sweet sound of Christmas bells.

ENROLLED

a bag lady is taking my short story class, 
she comes replete with tennies, half stockings 
sagging silklessly below the knee, an 
ever-present bulky-knit sweater that 
no doubt doubles as her sleeping blanket, 
about 65-70, she writes her tests on the 
back of stationery from Mottell's Mortuary, 
is that where she curls up at night?
i love her.
professors of literature are always 
stressing the relationship of 
literature to life, but this is the first 
time a page of regional realism 
has walked into my classroom.
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AT THE PADDOCK

the evening moved into the stretch, 
margaritas for her, beer for him. 
bits of biography passed along the rail, 
a breeder of horses was she.
"in fact, i've been looking at you 
the way i look at them." 
reaching for his equestriana, 
he inquired about his lines.
"the ears should be close
to the head, eyes not too narrow.
must have a firm rump,
solid in the chest.
and then, of course, the stride."
"how'm i doing?"
"i think you'd make 
a good walker."

ADVICE

a concordance could be compiled 
of abused film dialog. example:
"did anyone ever tell you how 
cute you are when you're mad?"
perhaps the oscar of the obvious 
is the admonition, "be careful." 
kitty says it to matt when he's headed 
for the street against five old west 
psychos packing shotguns and knives.
Japanese wives tell it to their 
kamikaze-pilot husbands. the words 
were ringing in custer's ears 
at little bighorn.
it even creeps into classics: 
edie doyle to terry malloy 
when he's about to stand up to 
all the muscle On the Waterfront.
maybe it's the natural thing to say, 
but how careless can a hero get?
it does leave us with a thought for 
scriptwriters: be careful.
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"A" STUDENT

she was in her forties but also in freshman comp 
because some clerk or machine had lost her records, 
forcing her to repeat the course,
she labored 7-10 hrs over one-page essays, 
turned out prose as polished as a 
george sanders quip. so at mid-semester i 
told her she had completed the course with 
the grade of A. she didn't understand:
"I'll still have to come to class, though?"
"No."
"But what about the in-class themes?"
"You don't have to write them."
"Shouldn't I still practice?"
"If you like."
"If I write more essays, will you read them?"
"Yes. But maybe I should say 'no' 
so you won't feel obligated."
"I'd like you to read them if I wrote them."
"I will, but you don't have to.
Why not spend the time writing letters 
to friends, or on your other courses?"
"Shouldn't I come back 
at the end of the semester?"
"That's not necessary,"
"You might not remember me."
"Your name is on the roll sheet.
I have to give you a grade. I'll remember."
time ran out long before her confusion,
and i felt i had somehow committed
an act of cruelty. i hope nothing dire
befalls her on a tuesday or a thursday
between 12:30-2 from now til the end
of the semester. i'd have to revoke my policy.

COME AGAIN ANOTHER DAY

OK, we've all felt the first raindrop, 
but who has ever seen the last one? 
there it is. that's it. all over, 
put the top down, george.
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A WITHDRAWAL SLIP

to keep the enrollment at its beefy 30,000-plus, 
our politically-pointed president 
has scoured the Orient and Congo to 
encourage minorities to sign in, please.
thus, it's no rarity to face an 
intro to lit class with 12 of 30 
clearly confused inscrutables.
this summer a polite young Japanese 
sat mute "Among School Children,"
Oedipus, Hamlet, Willy Loman,
from Marlowe to Macombfer,
then asked to withdraw at deadline.
in a three-minute monolog, i tried to
express feeling for his problem:
asked to spot denouement
in a Pinter play, non sequiturs
in Wilde scenes, enjambment
in Housman and Hardy lines,
in a language where his fluency
hopefully leads him to the right bathroom.
for my signature, he modulated a 
well-turned thank you. 
when he was gone, i realized 
he had understood not much 
said during this period either.

—  Charles Stetler 
Long Beach CA
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MIKE

Brother-in-law 
reminds me of 
Hawkeye Pierce 
cut chunk of glass 
out of my arm had 
nurse & me both 
in stitches.

GAS LINE

73 arab oil embargo 
or whatever 
tuesday morn up 
5:30 drive slowly over 
to line already out into 
& down street to await 
weekly fix .. . 
meanwhile witness 2 
wrecks & 4 hassles &
1 hemanwildwestshowdown 
vette cut in near pump 
guy in truck came un 
glued took 3 of us tear 
em apart.
dazed moved back to car 
coffee & snyder by flashlite ... 
when sun came up found dark 
red smeared all over shirt 
& pants.

POISON TREE

Only person Ive 
ever really hated 
neighborhood bully 
knocked out front 
tooth bruised face 
& ribs set mean dog 
loose dumped me in mud 
hole & such for yrs ... 
told dad Id kill him 
would have too if Id 
had the means.
Moved away but never 
quite forgot ... heard 
recently he was run 
ning around grammar 
school waving pistol 
propositioning little 
kids shot at cops they 
returned fire blew 
his ass away

—  Rodney Siegfried 
Sacramento CA
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—  R. Prost
Morton Grove IL

GARDEN



SURVEILLANCE

Ultimate goldfish
swim on their backs 

Ultimate goldfish 
watch T.V.

Ultimate goldfish 
wear soft lenses 

Ultimate goldfish 
are tone deaf 

Ultimate goldfish 
play bingo 

Ultimate goldfish 
eat their mothers 

Ultimate goldfish 
play the market 

Ultimate goldfish 
hate spinach 

Ultimate goldfish 
dress for lunch 

Ultimate goldfish 
give at the office 

Ultimate goldfish 
drive big cars 

Ultimate goldfish 
smoke cigars

Ultimate goldfish 
speak Chinese 

Ultimate goldfish
squeeze the Charmin 

Ultimate goldfish 
swim at night 

Ultimate goldfish 
sell fishhooks 

Ultimate goldfish 
never die 

Ultimate goldfish 
drink the best 

Ultimate goldfish 
never read 

Ultimate goldfish 
never smile 

Ultimate goldfish 
never starve 

Ultimate goldfish 
bury their gold 

Ultimate goldfish 
are manufactured 

Ultimate goldfish 
are timeless 

Ultimate goldfish
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PING PONG POETRY

The poems go flying along 
like ping pong balls over 
a Chinaman's net.

—  Paul Gittleson 
Taipei, Taiwan

AND SHE
and when, she said, when there is

little
connecting what I have said to you 
w/how you respond

the Absolute
walks in,

casting into the gap
his death

eating grin,
seats himself

beside us.
He

is willing to wait it out.

SNOWFALLS
& someone

has to bring
in wood,
someone has to cart out

ashes.
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THINGS
must be done 

on time.
No matter

who's doing,
who' s

not.

—  Barbara Moraff 
Strafford VT

DISPLACED FRENZY

my neighbor often has girls on his lawn 
who think he's Christopher Walken.
BABY WE LOVED YA IN "THE DEER HUNTER"
—  their signs read. the girls sit & drink Pepsi
waiting for him to take out the garbage, walk his dog,
or water the grass they sit on.
one time he dared to leave his house
on a girls-on-the-lawn day & got his shirt ripped,
& an envelope he was going to mail, seized.
then the pack of girls ran down the block shrieking:
"we have the pocket from Christopher Walken's work shirt! 
we have Christopher Walken's letter to the phone company! 
we can't believe it! we could just die!" 
my neighbor watched then, wondering why the girls

would want
a celebrity's shirt pocket but not want to say hello,

shake hands,
or get their cheeks kissed.
the guy isn't seen out of his house much.

THE FIRST OF RON'S VOMIT STORIES 
for r.e.s.
when 6 years old & the ultimate, yellow haired, freckled 
"dennis the menace" type, ron made his first public

vomiting display.
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in the ultra elegant diningroom of a ski resort,
up up up came sherry chicken flambeau, yorkshire pudding,
& greenbeans almondine.
the chef was there to witness this event, having just

f inished
lighting the chicken flambeau of a nearby table, 
whoa! imagine his expression!
ron enjoyed all the upset & thought the vomiting scene

was spectacular.
his mother shrieked: "you're not coming with us to

the night owl lounge, 
ronald! it's off to bed early for you!
ron didn't care; he didn't want to hear some lady singing 
"sunrise sunset" or "those were the days" & the gala of 
his public vomiting was entertainment enough.
this is the first of ron's vomit stories; merely the

beginning
of a continuing saga ....

—  Miriam A. Cohen 
Forest Hills NY

SPACE CREATURES

they are at the track every 
Saturday afternoon: two
immensely fat men 
a fat woman
and the fat woman's son 
(who is also getting obese 
and is the son of one of 
the men).
they all sit together
eat hotdogs
drink beer
and scream together
during a race
and after the
race.
no matter
who wins
they scream.
between races they
argue while consuming
the hotdogs and beer.
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I sit and watch them 
from a distance, 
they are far more 
interesting than 
the horses or 
the war in the 
Falklands.
as I watch
the fattest man
lifts his beercup
(large size)
and gulps in a
mass of suds.
his mouth is
strangely small and
he bites at
the cup edge and
much of the beer
spills out
runs down
each side
of his chin and
onto
his shirt, 
he pulls the cup 
out of his mouth 
and screams:
"SHIT!"
"YOU ASSHOLE!" 
the fat woman 
screams at him.
"SHUT UP, YOU 
CUNT!" he screams 
back.
then they both 
sit there 
not angry 
at all
as if nothing 
had
occurred.
then
the other 
fat man 
talks:
"I'M GONNA BET 
THE 6, THE 3 AND 
THE 9!"

even though 
he only speaks 
it’s as if 
the average person 
were
shouting.
the son 
is dressed in 
all red pants 
white t-shirt 
white tennis 
shoes.
the two men 
are dressed 
in black pants 
white t-shirts 
and very shiny 
black shoes.
they look like 
brothers.
the woman is 
dressed in a 
soiled white 
dress
wears faded 
green
tennis shoes 
without socks.
as I watch she 
lifts
her beercup 
(large size). 
she also has 
a tiny 
mouth
but she has 
pinched one edge 
of the cup 
together 
made a little 
runway.
she drains the 
cup
crushes it 
flips it off to 
one side 
belches around: 
"WHO'S GONNA BUY 
THE NEXT FUCKING 
ROUND?"



nobody sits 
near them.
these,
I think, could be 
the space creatures 
from a distant 
planet.
I rather 
like them.
their attention spans 
are limited 
but they have 
few pretenses.
"I'M GOING TO GARDENA 
TONIGHT!" says the man 
who isn't quite as fat 
as the other.
"YOU CAN’T BEAT THOSE 
MOTHERFUCKING GRAND
MOTHERS!" says the 
fattest.
"THEY SIT ON THEIR 
HANDS LIKE THEY GOT A 
DILDO STUCK UP THEIR 
BUTTS!"
"SHUT UP, YOU 
ASSHOLES!” says 
the woman.
the son
in the red pants 
never says 
anything. 
he just sits 
around and 
stands around 
gradually getting 
bigger.
then the horses 
appear on the track 
for the 
post parade.
"SHOEMAKER THE 
FAKER!" the fattest 
man screams at 
the world's 
winningest 
jock.

Shoemaker blinks but 
carries on. 
having made a 
few million 
he understands the 
rancor of the 
losers.
then the woman 
leaps up. 
well, she doesn't 
leap ... she rather 
rises like a 
mountain of 
womanhood and 
says: "HEY, DIDJA 
SEE THAT? THE 5 
HORSE JUST SHIT!
HE'S GONNA BE 
LIGHTER! THAT GIVES 
HIM THE ADVANTAGE!
25 TO ONE! I GOT 
MY GOD DAMNED 
BET! "
"YOU STUPID 
CUNT!" says the 
fattest one.
"SIT DOWN! YOU'RE 
BLOCKING OUT THE 
SUN! "
I leave then, 
go to the betting 
window.
I bet Shoemaker the 
faker.
when I come back 
they're gone.
I don't understand 
it.
the race goes 
off.
Shoemaker comes 
in at 
5 to one.
I've got him 
20 win.
they don't 
return 
after that 
race or the 
next.



and I realize 
that
they are 
gone.
I am beset with 
an inescapable 
sadness
they have gone 
somewhere
they are somewhere 
else

they are drinking 
beer and eating
getting bigger 
and louder
these
terrible
obnoxious
undefeated
beings
I miss them.

—  Charles Bukowski 
San Pedro CA

LIT NOTES
december has published The Otis Ferguson Reader, $10 fm. 
3093 Dato, Highland Park IL 60035. J Backward Dancer 
seeks poems using "coyote trickster" and similar themes; 
send to: P.0. Box 649, North San Juan CA 95960. 5T New 
addresses: Leo Mailman's Maelstrom Review at 8 Farm Hill 
Rd., Cape Elizabeth ME 04107 and Jim Gove's Minotaur at 
P.0. Box 4094, Burlingame CA 94010. 5 For Jack Kerouac
collectors, a well done Jack Kerouac Price Guide by 
David Barker, $6.50 fm. Barker Booksellers, 1675 4th St. 
N.E., Salem OR 97303. 5 Nine amazing chapbooks of stu
dent work produced by Michael C Ford in Stockton CA as 
a bi-product of the California Poets in the Schools pro
gram (sponsored by NEA and California Arts Council): 
Words & Music From A Different Planet (Bukowski cover!), 
Clear Channel Stockton, Reflections, Futures, Now I'm 
Afraid Of The Light, Underground Town, New Funnies, WOW 
Comics, Recipies & Other Poems; $3 per fm. Michael C 
Ford, P.o: Box 2283, Paradise Station CA 95351. 5 For
Bukowski collectors a useful item: Charles Bukowski: A 
Comprehensive Checklist (1946-1982) by A1 Fogel fm.
Sole Proprietor Press, 2770 N.W. 5 Z  nd Ave., Miami FL 
33142 and for C.B. collectors a controversial item:
David Barker's Charles Bukowski Spit In My Face, $4 fm. 
author, 1675 4th St. N.E., Salem OR 97303. f James 
Drought's last novel: So Long Chicago, $5 fm. Skylight 
Press, 124 Compo Rd. North, Westport CT 06880.
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NEW MAGAZINE EXCHANGES
Bogg: A Magazine of British & North American Writing (ed
ited by John Eisberg & George Cairncross), $6/3 nos. fm. 
422 N. Cleveland St., Arlington VA 22201. y Taurus (ed
ited by Bruce Combs), $7/4 nos. fm. Box 28, Gladstone OR 
97027. y Pig In A Poke (edited by Harry Calhoun), $2/ 
copy fm. P.0. Box 19426, Pittsburgh PA 15273. 5 Hubris
(edited by S.E. Gilman) $17.50/4 nos. fm. P.0. Box 1543, 
Concord NH 03301. y  Pinchpenny (edit by Tom Miner &
Betty Goossens), $7/yr. fm. 4851 0 St., Sacramento CA 
95819. JT Pro Madre (edited by Loss Glazier), $12/yr. fm. 
4429 Gibraltar Dr., Fremont CA 94536. 5 Passaic Review
(edited by Richard & Lorraine Quatrone), $3/copy fm. 
Forstmann Library, 195 Gregory Ave., Passaic NJ 07055.
JT Dead Angel (edited by Chuck Oliveros, David Matthews & 
G.C.C.), $2/4 nos. fm. 1206 Lyndale Dr. S.E., Atlanta 
GA 30316. y Raw Bone (edited by Tom House), free for 
SASE fm. P.0. Box 120661, Nashville TN 37212.
NEW CLASSICS
Leo Mailman's The Handyman Poems, $3.95 fm. Applezaba 
Press, P.0. Box 4134, Long Beach CA 90804. y Wilma Eliz
abeth McDaniel's Sister Vayda's Song, $4 fm. Hangling 
Loose Press, 231 Wyckoff St., Brooklyn NY 11217. y Steve 
Kowit's Lurid Confessions, $5.95 fm. Carpenter Press,
Route 4, Pomeroy OH 45769. y Greg Boyd's Circus Deluxe,
$5 fm. JumpRiver Press, Rte. 1 Box 10, Prentice WI 54556. 
William L. Fox's 21 And Over (brilliantly illustrated by 
Jim McCormick), $3 fm. Duck Down Press, P.0. Box 1047, 
Fallon NV 89406.
VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
Jeffrey A.Z. Zable's Severed Branches, $2.50 fm. Artaud’s 
Elbow, P.0. Box 1139, Berkeley CA 94701. y The Comic 
Spirit (anthology edit, by Murray McNeil 3 & Jeffrey P. 
Greeny) $2 fm. Comparative Literature Dept., C.S.U.L.B., 
1250 Bellflower Blvd., Long Beach CA 90840. y Toby 
Lurie's The Beach at Cleone, $3.95 fm. Applezaba Press, 
P.O. Box 4l34, Long Beach CA 90804. y  D.R. Wagner's 
Cruisin' At The Limit, Selected Poems: 1968-78, $7.50 
fm. Duck Down, P.O. Box 1047, Fallon NV 89406. y 
Foreign Exchange: A Claque of American Poets (anthology 
edit, by Michael C Ford), $4.95 fm. biographies, 323 
N. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills CA 90210; and fm. same 
source Ford's West Point ($3). y Richard Dokey's August 
Heat, $3.95 fm. Story Press, P.O. Box 10040, Chicago IL 
60610. y Peter Russell's Epigrammata/Malice Aforethought 
Or The Tumour In The Brain and Elemental Discourses fm. 
Institut fur Angeltik und Amerikanistik, Universität Sals- 
burg, A-5020 Salsburg, Austria. y Continued in WR:92.
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The edition of this issue has been limited to 700 numbered 
copies, the first 70 being signed by Charles Stetler. The 
copy now in your hand is number: 389

WORMWOOD subscriptions are now $6.00/4 issues/year to all 
individuals and $7.00/4 issues/year to all institutions. 
Patron's subscriptions with poet-signed center-sections 
are not available at the present time due to oversubscript
ion. Free inspection copies are not available because of 
our very limited press run, but copies may be purchased at 
$3.00 (includes first-class postage). Back issues 16-23, 
25-44, 46-52, 54-70, 72-84 and 86-89 are available at $3.00 
per issue postpaid. Microfilm volumes of the magazine are 
available from University Microfilms, 3101 North Zeeb Road, 
Ann Arbor MI 48106. Contents are indexed in the Index Of 
American Periodical Verse, available from Scarecrow Press, 
P.0. 656, Metuchen NJ 08840.
Because of prohibitive postal/mailing costs, all subscrib
ers are reminded that WORMWOOD is mailed out 2-4 issues per 
mailing. In a year's time, four issues are prepared, but 
mailings are made at no fixed times. The press cannot re
spond (those excessive postal costs again) to subscriber 
claims (especially libraries) when the issues in question 
have not been released for mailing to all of our subscri
bers. Please be assured that delivery of copies is guaran
teed up through and including issue 96. In issue 94, 
there will be an announcement as to whether this policy 
will be extended up through and including issue 108.
Simultaneous submissions are not considered and WORMWOOD 
will not knowingly reprint an already published work. 
Reprint rights are re-assigned to authors without cost 
upon written request. Further publication must acknowl
edge first publication in WORMWOOD.
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